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Little theatre machine workshop 8+

These parts should be in your art pack:
· 4 metal paper fasteners
· 3 cardboard washers
· 2 carboard “arms”
· 1 large cardboard mounting piece
· 1 cardboard mounting piece to
stabilise
· 1 cardboard disc
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STEP 6

STEP 1 Take the small cardboard arm and attach it with a fastener to the large mounting piece, using the top right hole.
The arm shows with the white side towards you. Use the right hole of the arm. Bend the fastener to fix it.
STEP 2 Put a fastener into the other hole of the small arm from the back and put a washer on.
STEP 3 Now the top hole of the long arm needs to go onto the washer and then bend the fastener to fix it.
STEP 4 Put two metal fasteners into the disc’s holes. Add washers on both sides.
STEP 5 Put the disc’s middle fastener through the remaining hole of the large mounting piece, make sure that the
washer is in between both cardboard parts. Bend the fastener at the back.
STEP 6 Put the remaining hole of the long arm onto the fastener, but don’t bend it as this is your shaft for the
mechanics to turn. Just turn it carefully and see if the arms are moving freely - otherwise bend the top parts slightly.
Finally fit the slit of the small mounting piece into the slit of the large mounting piece.
STEP 7 Now draw the object you wish to be in the middle ground in the appropriate size and cut it out (for example:
a boat or a witch on a broom). Stick it to the handle of the large arm. Now draw an object you would like to be in the
foreground (for example: waves or a cat), cut it out and and stick it to the handle of the large arm. Now you can turn
your mechanics — your little theatre machine is complete!

PLEASE TAKE PHOTOS OR LITTLE FILMS OF YOUR ARTWORK AND SEND THEM TO TALC.!
This art pack is created for talc.’s project dust, funded by Creative Scotland Open Fund.

